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Persistent and Coupling Current Effects in the LHC
Superconducting Dipoles
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L. Walckiers, and R. Wolf

Abstract—One of the main issues for the operation of the LHC
accelerator at CERN is the field errors generated by persistent and
coupling currents in the main dipoles at injection conditions, i.e.,
0.54 T dipole field. For this reason we are conducting systematic
magnetic field measurements to quantify the above effects and
compare them to the expected values from measurement on
strands and cables. We discuss the results in terms of DC effects
from persistent current magnetization, AC effects with short time
constant from strand and cable coupling currents, and long-term
decay during constant current excitation. Average and spread
of the measured field errors over the population of magnets
tested are as expected or smaller. Field decay at injection, and
subsequent snap-back, show for the moment the largest variation
from magnet to magnet, with weak correlation to parameters that
can be controlled during production. For this reason these effects
are likely to result in the largest spread of field errors over the
whole dipole production.

Index Terms—Field quality, magnetization, superconducting ca-
bles, superconducting magnets.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE LHC accelerator will produce head on collisions be-
tween beams of 7 TeV protons [1]. The coils of the 15-m

long twin/aperture LHC dipole magnets are wound in two layers
with superconducting Rutherford cables. The outer layer cable
consists of 36 strands (diameter of 0.825 mm, twist pitch of 15
mm), has a 15.1 mm width and a 100 mm transposition pitch.
The inner layer cable has 28 strands (diameter of 1.065 mm,
twist pitch of 18 mm), a width of 15.1 mm and transposition
pitch of 115 mm.

An issue specific to superconducting accelerator magnets is
the field errors associated with the diamagnetic properties of the
superconducting cables [2]. The errors are especially important
at the low field level foreseen for the LHC particle injection,
0.54 T, and can affect the accelerator performance through a lim-
itation of the dynamic aperture [3]. We distinguish three types
of field errors based on their origin within the superconductor:

• persistent currents in the superconducting filaments of the
cable, resulting in field errors of steady nature, with strong
field dependence and large hysteresis;

• coupling currents between the filaments of the strands and
between the strands of the cables, producing field errors
proportional to the magnet ramp-rate;
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TABLE I
REFERENCEMAGNET NAMING AND CABLES TYPESUSED FORWINDING

• interaction between current distribution, cable coupling
currents and filament magnetization, causing additional
field errors with long characteristic times (decay) and an
abrupt “snap-back” at the start of magnet ramp after injec-
tion takes place.

Extensive measurements are performed during cable produc-
tion and on the dipole magnets in order to understand, verify
and control the above effects. The magnetization of the strands,
affecting the persistent current field errors, is checked system-
atically on samples from each billet produced. At the same time
the coupling time constant of the strand is measured. The
inter-strand resistance is verified statistically on finished
cable samples. Finally, field measurements are performed sys-
tematically on each 15-m long superconducting dipole at super-
fluid helium temperature using two 15-m long rotating coils [4].

So far, nine pre-series dipoles from three manufacturers have
been measured in cold conditions. All dipoles feature the same
coil design and are subject to identical specifications. As sum-
marized in Table I, the coils of these magnets have been wound
from inner and outer cables manufactured by six different com-
panies based on the same technical specification Cable of the
same manufacturer was used in the two apertures of a magnet.
As discussed later, the measured field errors reflect the initial
scattering among the producers and could reduce during full
rate production. With this necessarycaveaton the preliminary
character of the results, we will discuss in this paper the main
conclusions from the above measurements and we will report
the present statistics on the main dipole field errors at injection
field. Field errors are given throughout in units of 10relative
to the dipole field strength of 0.54 T at the reference radius of
17 mm.

II. PERSISTENTCURRENTS

The persistent current magnetization of the strands from all
manufacturers is measured at CERN at a field of 0.5 T in a 1.9
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TABLE II
SPREAD OF THEHYSTERESISWIDTH MEASURED AT 0.5 TAND 1.9 K FOR ALL

THE CABLES BETWEEN AND FOR ONEMANUFACTURER

Fig. 1. Measured and computedb (top) andb (bottom) field components in
the magnets of the 100� series as a function of the magnetic field around the
LHC injection conditions.

K helium bath. The maximum values specified for the LHC pro-
duction are 30 mT for inner layer cable and 23 mT for outer layer
cables. For each cable manufacturer control limits of4.5%
around their average magnetization were imposed at the be-
ginning of production. These control limits were imposed to
limit the skew fields in the magnets. Table II reports the typ-
ical spread of the width of the strand magnetization hysteresis
loop for each type of cable. For each type of cable, the
spread measured without distinction of the manufacturers and
the average of the spread measured in the cables (each manufac-
turer taken one by one) are presented. It is evident from this table
that the difference in magnetization between manufacturers is
much larger than for one manufacturer. This is one justification
why cables of only one manufacturer are used for the winding
layers of a dipole.

The field errors from persistent currents are measured in the
dipole magnets following a normalization current pre-cycle to
a flat-top current of 11 850 A (8.34 T) and a minimum cur-
rent of 350 A (0.248 T). In Fig. 1 the sextupole and de-
capole errors measured during ramp-up and ramp-down in

TABLE III
MEASURED VS. EXPECTEDPERSISTENTCURRENT FIELD ERRORS

TABLE IV
AVERAGE AND SPREAD OFCOUPLING LOSSRELATED PARAMETERS

the 100 magnets are shown, all built with the same combina-
tion of 01B and 02B cables. The effect of geometry variations
among magnets was removed by centering the results of each
magnet on the average field measured at 5 kA. The measure-
ments are compared to a simulation based on strand magnetiza-
tion measurements, carried out at CERN for a combination of
the 01B and 02B cables. The simulation agrees with the mea-
sured to within 10% and better for . Larger deviations at
low field are observed for and where proximity coupling
affects the strand magnetization and is difficult to model pre-
cisely. The features on cannot be well reproduced, due to the
mentioned effect of proximity coupling as well as the magnetic
hysteresis of the iron yoke surrounding the magnet windings,
which is not taken into account in the simulation.

The average and standard deviation of the persis-
tent current effects, evaluated as the amplitude of the hysteresis
at the nominal injection field (0.54 T), is shown in Table III
for the nine magnets tested. As the hysteresis cycle is approx-
imately symmetric, the injection contribution of persistent
currents is approximately half of the amplitude reported
in Table III. The hysteresis amplitude and spread expected for
series production, computed as in [5] and based on strand mag-
netization measurements described in [6], agree well with the
average and standard deviations measured so far. Note however
that the agreement on could be accidental, given the fact dis-
cussed previously that the overall behavior as a function of the
current is not well described by the simulation. We are presently
investigating this issue.

III. COUPLING CURRENTS

Coupling currents are induced between the strands of a super-
conducting cable subjected to a field change . The cur-
rents close at the contact points between the strands and are in-
versely proportional to the inter-strand contact resistance. In
order to limit the field distortion and AC loss associated with
inter-strand coupling currents, the LHC cables have a target
larger than 15 [7]. Statistical measurements of are per-
formed on cable samples to verify that the target is met. This is
the case as shown in Table IV, reporting the average value of
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Fig. 2. Decay and snap-back of the sextupole field component for a 1000 s
injection plateau measured in all dipoles.

evaluated from cable measurements in the magnets tested so far.
In fact in most cases the measured value ofis much larger
than the specified target, as indicated by the large standard de-
viation .

This result is confirmed both by the measured AC loss as well
as ramp-rate dependent field errors in the dipole magnets, also
reported in Table IV. Both quantities are deduced from the re-
sults obtained in sequences of trapezoidal current ramps. Details
on the measurement method are given in [8]. The AC lossis a
combination of the loss caused by the inter-strand coupling cur-
rents, the inter-filament coupling currents, and the eddy currents
in the metallic parts of the magnet. Similarly the field errors on
the dipole , skew quadrupole and normal sextupole ,
referred in Table IV to a ramp-rate of 10 A/s at injection field,
originate mainly from inter-strand and inter-filament coupling
currents. The average AC loss and field distortions measured
correspond to values of in excess of 30 . At this level the
contribution of the inter-filamentary coupling currents within
the strands, with a measured time constantranging from 30
ms to 75 ms, becomes important. At the same time the present
measurement accuracy is marginal, so that it is not possible to
establish a reliable correlation among the measured, the cou-
pling AC loss and the field distortions. At any rate the effects
measured are small enough to be almost neglected for the LHC
operation.

IV. DECAY AND “SNAP-BACK”

A known effect in accelerator magnets operated at constant
current, as is the case during particle injection, is that the
field drifts with typical time scales in the order of several
minutes to several hours. This “decay” is followed by a
so-called “snap-back” to the initial field value as soon as the
current is ramped [9]. Fig. 2 displays the measured sextupole
decay during a simulated injection plateau followed by the
“snap-back” corresponding to the field ramp at the end of the
injection.

The measured values have been shifted to remove the initial
offset All magnets were quenched and pre-cycled to a flat-top
current of 11 850 A (8.34 T) for 1800 s before ramping to a

TABLE V
MEASUREDAVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF FIELD DECAY

minimum current of 350 A (0.25 T) and finally to the injection
current of 760 A (0.54 T).

Qualitatively the decay is similar in all magnets, showing an
initial phase with a characteristic time of 20–70 s, followed by a
much longer decay with a characteristic time of 200–700 s. The
snap-back at the end of injection brings the field errors of all
magnets to the values at the beginning of the injection plateau.
However, despite identical powering history the magnets be-
have quantitatively different. The characteristic times and am-
plitude of the decay (and hence the snap-back) are different from
magnet to magnet and even between the two apertures of the
same magnet, even though the cables used for the same magnet
are made by the same manufacturer.

We report in Table V the average and standard deviation of
the decay evaluated from the measurements on all magnets for
a 1000 s long injection plateau. The multipole decay is quanti-
fied by taking the difference between the value at the be-
ginning (0 s) and at the end (1000 s) of injection. The values are
within the allocated contingency, but exhibit a substantial scat-
tering comparable to the one observed for the persistent
current errors. In contrast to persistent current errors, however,
there is no direct way to control decay and snap-back in mag-
nets through production parameters.

Field decay is thought to originate from the interplay between
cable current distribution and the persistent currents in the fil-
ament. Transport current imbalances among the strands (e.g.,
caused by nonuniform joint resistance), and coupling currents
with long time constants (e.g., caused by variations in
along the cable, and often referred to as BICC’s [10]) cause
variations in the local field, resulting in an average change of
the magnetization proportional to the change of the current dis-
tribution [11]. In turn, current distribution should be affected by
the inter-strand resistance . It should therefore be possible to
establish a correlation among the amplitude of the decay and

. Lacking precise measurements of in the magnets tested,
we have used the ramp-rate dependent sextupole field error as
an indicator and its correlation with the sextupole decay was ex-
amined. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.

Although the correlation is weak, we still notice adecrease
of the sextupole decay as the ramp-rate effect increases (i.e.,
decreasing ). This result is somewhat surprising because the
current imbalance and its decay in time are expected toincrease
atdecreasing . This contradiction could perhaps be explained
observing that the ramp-rate sextupole depends not only on the
value of , but also on its distribution in the coil. The presence
of a weak correlation is in any case interesting as it suggests an
unsuspected relation between the two effects.

The dynamics of the current distribution in a cable is known to
resemble a diffusion process [12]. Based on the relation between
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Fig. 3. Measured sextupole decay at 0.54 T during 1000 s as a function of the
measured effect of a ramp of 10 A/s on the sextupole. The straight line is a guide
for the eyes.

Fig. 4. Correlation between the two time-constants for the sextupole and the
decapole. The ideal straight line with the slope 1 is also represented.

current distribution and decay discussed above we have then
modeled the dynamics of the decay using a truncated series of
exponentials that describes current diffusion in the cable:

This equation represents well the measured data, in particular
the behavior on a long time scale. The typical value of the time
constant as obtained modeling all measured data with this series
of exponentials is in the range of 200 s to 700 s, changing largely
from magnet to magnet. However, the time constants obtained
for different field components are correlated, as shown in Fig. 4
for and .

As expected, this confirms that the driving mechanism for the
decay of all field errors, namely current redistribution, is the
same. Based on this it can also be envisaged to class magnets
using a single time constant, thus reducing much the number of
variables characterizing the injection behavior.

V. CONCLUSION

Field errors at injection have been measured in detail in nine
pre-series LHC dipole magnets. The measured persistent cur-
rent behavior agrees to about 10% with calculations based on
magnetization measurements on strand samples. In all magnets
ramp-rate dependent field errors are small, as expected because
of the relatively high inter-strand resistance of the cables. At the
present value of , and in the nominal operating range for the
dipoles, there is no significant effect on stability and quench per-
formance [13]. The variation of field decay at constant current
is large, up to a factor 5 among different magnets, resulting in a
significant spread for accelerator operation. The spread could
originate from the largevariations of inter-strand contact re-
sistance and nonuniformity of cable joints present in the first
pre-series LHC dipoles. Both parameters are very difficult to
assess and therefore no clear correlation could yet be found, al-
though we have hints for initial trends that we will follow as
production accumulates.
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